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Conclusion: The Great Electric Confidence Trick
Noted author Sharon Beder argues persuasively that the track record of electricity privatisation and deregulation around the world
indicates that it is a confidence trick. Her book shows how simplistic ideology and economic theory have been used to mask the pursuit
of self-interest; how control of electricity has been wrested from public hands to create profit opportunities for investors and multinational
corporations; and how an essential public service has been turned into a speculative commodity in the name of ‘reform’.
Power Play explores the battles between private and public ownership in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia since the
early twentieth century, and the agenda-setting and public relations strategies involved. It investigates the way that developing countries
such as Brazil and India have been forced to allow foreign investors to exercise a stranglehold over their electricity systems. And it
uncovers the campaigns waged by think tanks, corporate interests, and multinational companies such as Enron to swindle the public in
dozens of countries out of rightful control over an essential public service.
Author
Dr. Sharon Beder has written 9 books, around 140 articles, book chapters and conference papers, as well as educational monographs,
consultancy reports and teaching resources. Her research has focussed on how power relationships are maintained and challenged,
particularly by corporations and professions. Her books, some of which have been translated into other languages, include:
Global Spin: The Corporate Assault on Environmentalism (Green Books, Devon, UK and Scribe, Melbourne, 1997, 2002)
Selling the Work Ethic (Zed Books, London and Scribe, Melbourne, 2000)
Suiting Themselves: How Corporations Drive the Global Agenda (Earthscan, London, 2006)
Environmental Principles and Policies (UNSW Press, Sydney and Earthscan, London, 2006)
Free Market Missionaries: The Corporate Manipulation of Community Values (Earthscan, London, 2006)
This Little Kiddy Went to Market: The Corporate Capture of Childhood(Pluto, London, 2009)
She is a qualified professional engineer and worked in this field until a career shift into researching and teaching environmental politics.
She has held a number of appointments at Australian universities over the past two decades – most recently as professor in the School
of Social Sciences, Media and Communication at the University of Wollongong in Australia.
Endorsements
Gabriel Kolko, Distinguished Research Professor Emeritus at York University
"This is a unique and comprehensive account of the crucial struggle for control over power and electricity, ranging from the
United States before 1914, the role of the International Monetary Fund in opposing public ownership, to the shocking
practices and consequences of Enron in India and privatization in Brazil during the past decade. Sharon Beder writes with
verve and elucidates the arcane aspects of this fundamental and very basic dimension of modern industrial society. At the
same time, her research is impeccable.
For a general and comprehensible account of the struggle for control of electrical power, there is no equal to Beder's Power
Play. This is an important and readable book."
Ian Lowe, emeritus professor at Griffith University
"This book will make you very angry"
Mike Davis, author of City of Quartz, Dead Cities, and Prisoners of the American Dream
"Beder has written a brilliant global history of the catastrophic consequences of neo-liberal fundamentalism."
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Power play or powerplay or their plurals may refer to: Power play (sporting term), a sporting term used in various games. Powerplay
(cricket), a rule concerning fielding restrictions in one-day international cricket. Power play (curling), a rule concerning the placing of
stones in mixed-gender curling. PowerPlay Golf, a variation of nine-hole golf, featuring two flags on a green. Power Play (1978 film), a
1978 thriller film. Power Play (2003 film), a 2003 thriller film.

PlayPower is a family of brands that believe in the power of play. Each wholly-owned subsidiary is dedicated to providing fun, safe play
solutions that put smiles on peopleâ€™s faces. The exceptional design and durability of our products are unmatched in the industry.
Explore our brandsâ€™ full capabilities below. Powerplay is an ongoing battle for interstellar conquest and control in the galaxy. Powers
are powerful individuals and organizations which you can ally with to help guide their strategy, and take on special objectives to advance
shared goals. You can even earn valuable perks, reputation bonuses and credits for your allegiance. Your choices and actions have a
direct and visible impact on the balance of galactic power. Power Play â€” Der Begriff Power Play bezeichnet: ATI PowerPlay, eine
Stromspartechnik der Grafikchips vom ATI/AMD PC PowerPlay, eine Computerspielezeitschrift Powerplay, ein Begriff aus
verschiedenen Sportarten Powerplay (Film), ein US amerikanisches Filmdrama â€¦ Deutsch Wikipedia. Power play â€” SupÃ©rioritÃ©
numÃ©rique (hockey sur glace) La supÃ©rioritÃ© numÃ©rique ou power play ou jeu de puissance, au hockey sur glace, est le
surnombre

